
Lighting designer in Roskilde
September 2016



Light project for Roskilde Cultural Alley 

Can you create a unique identity for Roskilde’s Cultural alley, using visionary - and potentially interactive - lighting design 

that supports and enhances the area’s  historic and cultural significance, both for everyday needs as well as special 
events? 

In and around the cultural alley, a row of important cultural institutions are situated, such as Roskilde Judgment Church, 
The House of the City, The Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde Art Association, The Museum of Roskilde, The 

Monastery of Roskilde and Roskilde Library. The Roskilde Judgment Church is well known abroad and visited every year 

by many tourists. Some of the other cultural institutions are situated on side streets that are traditionally less frequently 
visited. 

The light/media designer /artist we are looking for, should be able to: 

• Develop a strong artistic concept

• Understand and focus on the needs of the citizens, and suggest how innovative solutions can solve them
• Show relevant and inspiring references on outdoor lighting projects

• Cooperate with university departments, companies and Roskilde Municipality to bring the concept to life.

(Please attach references).
• Handle the process from concept till realisation

• Think innovative solutions, and be curious about the light and technologies of tomorrow.

Application: Write a short description (max 1 page) of how you can contribute to the project, and send it to 

birgittel@roskilde.dk before October the 3rd 2016. Please include a link to website or relevant references. 

In week 41 we invite selected designers and artists to an interview about the project. After the interviews, the scope and 
economy of the assignment will be negotiated. 

You are welcome to contact Project Leader Birgitte Løkke, +45 3084 1627, for further information. 

In 2015 a Master Plan for the Cultural Alley was developed: http://kulturstroeg.dk/ 

Roskilde Municipality is a part of the project Lighting Metropolis http://lightingmetropolis.com/ 
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